DISLOCATION IN PIANO PLAYING:
A NEGLECTED EXPRESSIVE TECHNIQUE
NEAL PERES DA COSTA

The development of recording in the late-nineteenth century is of great significance,
providing for the first time direct evidence, which would otherwise have been
irretrievably lost, of the features of individual musicians' performance styles. Early
acoustic recordings, player-piano recordings (rolls), and pianists shed light on the
performance traditions of approximately the last hundred and fifty years. From these, it
has become clear that late-twentieth-century traditions and styles are quite different
from those of even sixty or seventy years ago.
The transfers and reissues of many of the earliest acoustic
recordings (in the case of Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) as early
as 1889) and piano rolls to long-playing records and compact
discs provide the most important primary evidence for late
nineteenth-century and, in some cases, earlier traditions. Several
of these transfers provide examples of the most famous and
revered artists of the second half of the nineteenth century such
as the soprano Adelina Patti (1843-1919), the violinist Joseph
Joachim (1831-1907), the pianists Carl Reinecke (1824-1910),
Theodor Leschetizky (1830-1915), Camille Saint-Saens (18381921), Edvard Grieg (1843-1907), and Vlademir de Pachmann
(1848-1933), as well as a younger generation of pianists such as
Jan Paderewski (1860-1941), Fanny Davies (1861-1934), Moriz
Rosenthal (1862-1946), Carl Friedberg (1872-1955), Adelina de
Lara (1872-1961), Ilona Eibenschutz (1873-1967), Etelka
Freund (1879-1977), and many others. The surviving audible
evidence preserves vital information about general performing
practices of the mid- to late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries as well as the idiosyncrasies of their music-making.
One of the most significant differences between the style
of piano playing preserved on recordings from around the turn of
the twentieth century and the characteristic style of piano playing
at present is heard in the employment of an expressive device
whereby the melody is separated from the accompaniment by the
dislocation of the hands, i.e. playing one hand after the other.1
Many early recordings reveal frequent use of this technique while
more recent recordings and live performances employ it far less
or not at all. In general, piano playing during the past forty or

RIGHT HAND
Single melody note
Single melody note
Single melody note
Chord (notes struck together)
Chord (notes arpeggiated)
Chord (notes struck together)
Chord (notes arpeggiated)
Chord (notes struck together)

fifty years has become characterized by an increasingly neat and
synchronized style of playing that is faithful to the musical
notation. This significant change in attitude and practice is one of
the many reasons why early piano recordings often sound
curiously disjointed by present standards.
Dislocation describes a momentary separation between
the left and right hands achieved by various means. This
expressive technique is not exclusive to, but is particularly
noticeable on, recordings of solo pianists. The most popular
method is to delay a note of the melody in the right hand so that
it is placed directly after the corresponding accompaniment note
in the left hand. In fewer cases, the right hand precedes the left.
In piano playing, dislocation occurred much more often
in slow expressive music than in fast music. Often in
compositions of varying characters, it was reserved for the most
expressive part. Some pianists, however, applied it universally.
Typically, dislocation occurred at: a) the beginnings of phrases; b)
beginnings of bars; and c) moments which are harmonically
strong or dissonant. In some cases, it can be heard on every beat
in a bar. Dislocation occurred in a variety of combinations shown
below (Fig. 1), the main underlying criterion being the separation
of the hands.
At times, the aural effect of such dislocations is that the
accompaniment seems aligned with the notional beat or pulse
and the melody is displaced. At others, it is the melody that seems
aligned with the pulse, the accompaniment sounding anticipated.
It is not always possible to be sure what relationship the right and
left hands have to a notional pulse, especially when dislocation

LEFT HAND
Single accompaniment note
Chord (notes struck together)
Chord (notes arpeggiated)
Single accompaniment note
Single accompaniment note
Chord (notes struck together)
Chord (notes struck together)
Chord (notes arpeggiated)

1. Types of dislocation preserved in early recordings
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2. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, Leschetizky, piano roll, 1906

occurs in conjunction with a modification of tempo. Dislocation
is preserved on recordings as early as 1889 and continues well
into the second half of the twentieth century, though with
significantly declining incidence after the 1930s.2 Still, it can be
heard clearly in some recordings up to the 1950s and is employed
occasionally in recordings from more recent times.
Recent research about dislocation in piano playing does
not appear to have taken into account significant evidence
preserved in the earliest piano recordings, particularly those of
Reinecke, Saint-Saens and Leschetizky. Certain important
written texts have also been overlooked. Richard Hudson states
that dislocation 'became a special characteristic of the period [the
early-twentieth century]' 3 but that 'in spite of the widespread use
... by most of the acclaimed pianists over a rather considerable
period of time ... the theorists and other writers never mention it
as a valid means of expression.'4 Written references cited below
show, however, that there was certainly positive support for the
use of dislocation in certain circles. And even when some writers
verbally opposed it, their recordings reveal, in some cases, a
prolific use of it. In addition, there is strong basis for believing
that dislocation was commonly employed throughout the
nineteenth century and that early-twentieth-century recordings
capture the end of a long tradition, not the beginning of a new
one.
Theodor Leschetizky's 1906 piano roll recordings
provide a useful springboard for the discussion of dislocation.
Leschetizky's importance as a performer and pedagogue is
apparent by the vast number of pianists who sought his guidance.
In a career that spanned 75 years, more than 1200 pianists
studied with him. After lessons with Czerny, Leschetizky
embarked on concert tours and taught extensively. He was head
of the piano department of the St. Petersburg Conservatory from
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1862 to 1878 after which he returned to Vienna. His home there
became a centre for aspiring pianists and for visiting musicians of
the day. Amongst those of his students who conducted active
concert careers were Paderewski, Schnabel, Gabrilovich, Ney,
Moiseiwitsch, Friedman, Hambourg,
and Brailowsky.
Leschetizky claimed to have upheld Czerny's precepts and is also
known to have enjoyed and adopted a style of playing melodies
that he heard in the performances of the salon composer Julius
SchulhofT(1825-1898).
In Chopin's Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, Leschetizky makes
frequent dislocations that are highly expressive and create both
emphasis and relief. An annotated illustration of bars 1 to 9 is
provided in Figure 2 below.5 It shows that Leschetizky employed
dislocation at most downbeats as well as at several other moments
in the bar. Often this seems to give poignancy to particular
sequential melodic figures.
The importance of this device for Leschetizky and his
circle was confirmed by one of his former students and teaching
assistants, Malwine Bree (b. 1861). In Die Grundlage Der
Methods Leschetizky (1902), translated in the same year as The
Groundwork of the Leschetizky Method she provided an example
from the same Nocturne, and stated that:
Neither should bass tone and melody-note always
be taken precisely together, but the melody-note
may be struck an instant after the bass, which gives
it more relief and a softer effect. However, this can
be done only at the beginning of a phrase, and
usually only on important notes and strong beats.
(It is better for the hands to coincide precisely on
weak beats.) The melody-note must follow so
swiftly as to make the pause hardly noticeable for
the uninitiated; e.g., in Chopin's Nocturne:

Bar 2 Bar 3 Bar 4

Leschetizky
La Forge

1

Powell

1,9
1

Rosenthal

1,9

9,H 1,11,12
1
12

Bar 5

Bar 6

Bar?

Bar 8

Bar 9

1

1,9110,11,12

1,7

1,11,12

1

12

1

1,7,9,10,11,12

1,7

9,11,12

1

1,8,9,10,11,12

1,12

1,7

1

1

1,9,12

1
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9

1

1

^
1

3. Comparative table showing dislocation in Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 2 to 9
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4. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, La Forge, acoustic
recording, 1912

5. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, Powell, piano roll
recording, 1921
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6. Copin Nocturne Op. 27 No.2, bars 6 to 31, Pachmann,
acoustic recording, 1915
Further verification that Leschetizky considered dislocation
indispensable is found in the reminiscences of another of his
students, Frank Merrick (b. 1886). In 'Memories of Leschetizky',
Merrick relates some of the insights gained during his lessons
with Leschetizky at the turn of the twentieth century:
There are some habits which Leschetizky used to
advocate which have now fallen out of fashion. One
was the way in which chords would be spread out in
one hand, or the hands not played together. In
some places he said that the tight hand should be
played slightly before the left, or that a 7th should
be broken because of the dissonance. In those days
people regarded these things as intensifying
expression, but now think [of] them as oversentimental.''
The style and frequency of dislocation shown in Figure 2 was not
exclusive to Leschetizky, as is illustrated in the annotated
examples from the same Nocturne, presented below, by pianists
from within and outside his circle. For ease of comparison, the
dislocations of each pianist are summarized in Figure 3. The
numbers listed refer to the semiquaver beats in each bar, on
which dislocation can be heard.
Two of Leschetizky's students, Frank La Forge and John

Powell (1882-1963), recorded the work in 1912 and 1921
respectively. Figures 4 and 5 show the position of their
dislocations made between bars 1 and 9.
Other pianists not directly associated with Leschetizky,
Pachmann and Rosenthal recorded the work in 1915 and 1936
respectively. Pachmann received the gold medal from the Vienna
Conservatory in 1869, and was widely hailed as a Chopin player,
gaining celebrity status throughout Europe and America.
Rosenthal, too, was highly regarded. He became a pupil of Karol
Mikuli, Chopin's assistant in 1872, and in 1875 he went to
Vienna to study with Rafael Jossefy, a pupil of Liszt. Figures 6
and 7 show the placement of their dislocations. The similarities
between these and those of the Leschetizky School are clear.
Pachmann's recording commences at bar 26 of the work, where
the opening material is repeated. For this reason his dislocations
have not been included in the comparative table in Figure 3.
Though the above pianists made dislocations in subtly
different ways, particularly in respect of the degree of delay
between bass and melody notes, the underlying principle was the
same. From this it is clear that the practice of dislocation was not
an idiosyncrasy of a few players, but a genetal performing
practice that continued for a significant period in the twentieth
century.

7. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, Rosenthal,
electrical recording
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HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS
With little doubt, the practice of dislocation clearly described by
Bree and mentioned by Merrick was not peculiar to the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Dislocation must have
been quite common, and perhaps even employed in a more
exaggerated fashion, earlier in the nineteenth century. This
notion is supported in an enlightening reference by Sigismund
Thalberg (1812-1871) in his L'Art du chant applique au piano,
Op. 70 (c. 1853), in which arrangements of opera arias were used
as instructive pieces for the piano. ThaJberg recommends the use
of dislocation in a similar way to Bree, but criticizes its overuse.
In his fifth rule he states that:
It will be indispensable to avoid, in playing, the
habit at once ridiculous and in bad taste, of
withholding too long the production of the notes of
the melody a long time after those of the bass have
been sounded; thus producing from the beginning
to the end of a composition, the effect of repeated
syncopations. In a slow melody, written in notes of
long duration, it produces a good effect, especially
on the first delivery of each measure, or at the
commencement of each phrase, to sound the
melody after the bass, but only with an interval so
brief as to be almost imperceptible.'
Apart from documenting the existence of the practice of
dislocation, this rule illustrates that it was widespread and,
according to Thalberg's sensibilities, used beyond the limits of
good taste. It is obvious that the frequency with which the device
was introduced, and the apparently exaggerated time lapse
between the melody note and the corresponding note of the
accompaniment, created in the playing of some pianists very
noticeable and monotonous syncopations. How these practices
actually sounded, however, cannot be determined with certainty
without audible evidence.
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10. Bars 3 and 4 of Perrine's example,
interpreted by Hudson13

11. Couperin, graphic illustration of
the suspension^''

DESDEMOKA.
Largjietto. ores.

con - so - lar.
Strike tki C after the lots.

8 Rossini Otello, with Garcia's annotation9
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9. Perrine, Harpegement or separation
in lute playing
A correlation between this and practices in singing is evident in
the rules of the nineteenth-century singing teacher Manuel
Garcia (1805-1906). In his New Treatise on the An of Singing
(London, 1857), Garcia advised that the insertion of a rest,
resulting in the dislocation of the melody from the
accompaniment, enhances dynamic changes in certain types of
repeated figures:
The forte should answer to the forte in energetic
passages; in graceful ones, on the contrary, the piano
should follow the forte. Every transition from one
degree of strength to another, produces a marked
effect; only when a pianissimo follows, it should be
separated from the forte by a slight rest, striking the
note an instant after the bass...This rest affords relief
after loud notes, and prepares us for seizing all
effects, however delicate, that follow, - especially if
the first consonant that ensues after the rest is
produced with vigour.8
Garcia also provided an annotated example (Fig. 8) from
Rossini's Otello. His advice to 'strike the C after the bass' must
refer to the initial consonant of'consolar'. The similarity between
this expressive vocal technique and dislocation in piano playing is
clear. (See fig. 8)
In Germany during the mid-nineteenth century, the use
of dislocation was certainly being positively advocated in some
circles. Discussing ways of emphasizing melody notes, Sigmund
Lebert and Ludwig Stark mention dislocation in their influential
Grosse theoretische-praktische Klavierschule (1858), explaining
that:
One is allowed, and even should in most cases, play
the melody notes imperceptibly later than the
accompaniment, which leads to a kind of
"arpeggio".10
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12. Adam, graphic illustration of the portato
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13. Pollini, graphic illustration of the portato

Again, without audible evidence it is difficult to appreciate how
such apparently imperceptible delays would have been perceived
in reality.
Furthermore, the practice of dislocation can be traced
back to a much earlier era. Documentary evidence shows that by
at least the end of the seventeenth century, lutenists often
separated a melody and bass note for special expressive effect.
The French theorbist and lute teacher Perrine (b. 17th century)
notated this effect, calling it harpegement or separation, in his
Pieces de luth en musique (Paris, 1680) cited in Figures 9" and 10.
Perrine states that 'the oblique line drawn between two notes
[Fig. 9] signifies that it is necessary to play one after the other.'12
During the late-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
harpsichordists also made this type of dislocation, apparently
sparingly, considering it an invaluable expressive device. In his
Pieces de clavecin (1713), Francois Couperin gave a graphic
illustration for an ornament called the suspension (Fig. 11). Later,
in his L'Artde toucher k clavecin (1717), Couperin advised:
As to the suspension, it must only be used in slow
pieces of tender character. The duration of the
silence preceding the note which is thus marked
must be left to the good taste of the performer.14
Furthermore, he explains that:
at the times when the stringed instruments swell
their sound, the suspension of those [sounds] of
the harpsichord relate to the ear (by a contrary
effect) the desired result.1'
It is apparent that, at this time, dislocation in harpsichord
playing was intended to create an impression of dynamic nuance
that was, strictly speaking, impossible to achieve by any other
means.
In the 1724 and 1731 editions of his Pieces de clavecin,
Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764) gave a similar graphic
representation of the suspension. By the middle of the eighteenth
century, particularly in France, dislocation seems to have become
a mannerism in keyboard playing. The composer Pierre-Claude
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Foucquet (c. 1694-1772) in his Second livre de pieces de clavecin
(Paris, 1750-51) states that 'in all pieces of a gracious or tender
execution, one should play the note of the bass, before that of the
melody, without altering the beat, which produces a suspension
on each note of the melody.'17
Dislocation was also prescribed for use in oration. In A
Course of Lectures on Elocution (London, 1762) Thomas Sheridan
advises that 'in all speeches and harangues that are more loose,
and free from fetters of measure this circumstance has given the
speaker such power over the pauses, as, judiciously used, may
contribute much to the main point of view, that of strongly
inculcating his meaning ... He may ... make a pause before some
very emphatical word, where neither the sense nor common
usage would admit of any.'18
The similarities between the Baroque styles of
dislocation outlined in treatise on oration and the musical
references above are clear. Surprisingly, however, many lateeighteenth century writers were silent on the subject. In their
influential pedagogical works, neither C.P.E. Bach" nor Daniel
Tiirk2" mentions the suspension, or instances where dislocation
would be appropriate. The same is true of many earlynineteenth-century writers. Perhaps the practice had become so
much the 'norm' that it needed no discourse.
Nevertheless, some early-nineteenth-century references
to articulation signs such as the portato or slurred staccato,
provide strong evidence that the delaying of melody notes
achieved by dislocation between the left and right hands was
desirable for expressive purposes. For example, in his Methods du
piano du conservatoire (c. 1804) Louis Adam provides the
example in Figure 12 and gives the following advice concerning
the portato:
One must not jab at the key, but only lift the
finger; this manner of detaching adds much to the
expression of the melody and is sometimes made
with a little retard on the note which one wishes
to express thus.21

14. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, Saint-Saens,
piano roll recording, 1905

15. Chopin Nocturne Op. 15 No. 2, bars 1 to 432

And in his Metodo per clavicembalo (1811), Francesco Pollini
provided the illustration in Figure 13 noting that at the
appearance of portato passages in music of a cantabile character, a
little delay of the melody note 'contributes not a little to the
expression'.
Thus, in conjunction with historical written texts, there
is strong reason to believe that the practice of dislocation
preserved on early piano recordings may be part of a long and
ongoing tradition, rather than the beginning of a new one or an
idiosyncrasy of early-twentieth-century pianism.
Many other early recordings document and highlight the
importance of dislocation in piano playing around the turn of the
twentieth century. Johannes Brahms's 1889 wax cylinder
recording of a fragment of his Hungarian Dance No. 1 shows that
dislocation was certainly part of his expressive technique. Very
careful listeninao reveals that he made dislocations at the
beginning of several bars. Will Crutchfield has noted that:
Some other facets of Brahms's performance are
not indicated in the score. One is playing the left
hand slightly before the right (you can't always
tell, but where you can, he does this on just about
all the accented first beats where the texture is
melody/accompaniment — never on big accented
chords). This he has in common with almost all of
his contemporaries.23
Although this type of asynchrony of the hands may not accord
with the modern concept of playing Brahms's music, there is
absolutely no reason to doubt that he would have employed
dislocation in both slow and fast movements of his own works
and those of other composers. He certainly employed a highly
arpeggiated style on some occasions as is supported by the
account of Rosenthal, who recalled that Brahms 'arpeggiated all
chords'.2' In addition, Brahms was severely criticized for the
'incessant spreading of chords in the slower tempos' after a
performance of his Piano Concerto No. 1 in 1865.2' Both of
these references probably also described his use of dislocation. Yet

more recently some influential scholars have frowned on such
practices. For example, in The Romantic Generation (1995),
Charles Rosen writes:
'Brahms ... arpeggiated most chords when he
played, according to contemporary witnesses, but
I do not suggest this as a guide for performing his
works'.26
Rosen's justification for advising against this is unclear. If Brahms
arpeggiated most chords, is it not reasonable to consider this a
highly legitimate Brahmsian performing practice?
Dislocation was employed by many other important
pianists even though in some cases their verbal advice seems to
have counselled against it. Camille Saint-Saens seems to have
taken particular interest in Chopin's style of rubato. A
description of Chopin's playing, recounted by the famous singer
Pauline Viardot-Garcia (1821-1910) to Saint-Saens and
published in Le Courier musical in 1910, gives the impression
that a particular practice which shared the characteristics of
dislocation had become a substitute for tempo rubato:
In the true [rubato], the accompaniment remains
undisturbed while the melody floats capriciously,
rushes or retards, sooner or later to find again the
support of the accompaniment. This manner of
playing is very difficult, requiring a complete
independence of the two hands; and when some
cannot achieve this, they give the illusion to
themselves and to others by playing the melody in
time and dislocating the accompaniment in order
to make it fall at the wrong time; or else - and this
is the worst of all - they are content to play the two
hands one after the other. It would be a hundred
times better to play everything evenly in time and
the two hands together, but then they would not
have the 'artistic air.'27
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16. Chopin.Nocturne Op. 15 No. 2, bars 1 to
8, Pugno, acoustic recording, 1903

Elsewhere, Saint-Saens appears to convey the same message
saying that:
She [Pauline Viardot] ... told me the secret of
the true tempo rubato without which Chopin's
music is disfigured. It in no way resembles the
dislocations by which it is so often caricatured.28
Saint-Saens's description does seem to correspond with the types
of dislocation heard on early recordings. Furthermore, in his
lecture on Early Music given in San Francisco in 1915, he seems
again to have criticized the use of dislocation. Implying that the
baroque suspension mentioned earlier was used only where
indicated by a specific sign, Saint-Saens emphatically denounces
the apparently over-frequent use of dislocation in the earlytwentieth century:
With the clavecinistes, the multiplicity of grace notes
is extreme. As a rule they give the explanation of these
at the head of their works, just as Rameau did. I note
a curious sign which indicates that the right hand
should arrive upon the keys a little after the left. This
shows that there was not then that frightful habit of
playing one hand after the other as is often done
nowdays.25
More recently, the Chopin scholar Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger has
argued that 'this practice, criticized by Saint-Saens, is clearly
recognizable in the recordings of 'renowned' Chopin players of
the time, notably Leschetizky, Pugno, Pachmann, Friedman, and
to a lesser extent, Paderewski, and ... Rosenthal.'30 But what
Eigeldinger has failed to notice or mention is that the practice is
also clearly preserved on Saint-Saens's 1905 piano roll of
Chopin's Nocturne Op. 15 No. 2. Figure 14 presents an
annotated illustration of a segment of his performance. Here, it is
clear that Saint-Saens made many dislocations, sometimes on
every quaver beat of the bar. In addition, sometimes the aural
impression is that he aligned the melody note with the notional
pulse, anticipating the bass note; at others, the bass seems aligned
with the pulse. These types of dislocation can be heard
throughout the first section and during the recapitulation of the
work.
Saint-Saens appears to practise precisely what he forbids.
How can this glaring inconsistency be explained? It is possible
that during the period between making the piano roll in 1905
and the appearance of his Le Courier musical reference in 1910, he
changed his mind about the use of dislocation. But this seems
highly unlikely.
The answer must surely lie elsewhere. Perhaps the
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practices he was railing against were of a nature not preserved in
recordings. These might include even more frequent dislocations
with much wider gaps between the left and right hands. Another
explanation might be that when he asked for the two hands to be
played together, he meant almost together or more closely
together. Whatever the reason for such an anomaly, the fact
remains that in this case, written texts and audible evidence do
not accord.
The acoustic recordings made in 1903 of the French
pianist Raoul Pugno provide more fascinating evidence of
dislocation used as an expressive device. A few years after his
1903 recordings, Pugno published a pedagogical work entitled
Les lefons ecrites de Raoul Pugno (1910) translated the following
year as The Lessons of Raoul Pugno. Pugno tackles many aspects of
performance with particular reference to a few of Chopin's piano
pieces, including the Nocturne Op. 15 No. 2. Fortunately, this
work is one that he recorded. Like Saint-Sae'ns, Pugno gives the
impression of being completely opposed to the use of dislocation,
making it abundantly clear that in the opening bars of this
Nocturne, it was not to be tolerated. Giving the example in
Figure 15, he states that:
All the first part is in a mood of peacefulness and
resignation. It should therefore be played with
absolute tranquility. I repeat, and shall repeat again
and again: Keep the two hands well together [sic]. To
hear the C sharps and F sharps of each bar in the left
hand preceding the note in the right hand is a thing
to make the hair stand on end, and it is wholly antimusical."
According to Pugno therefore, absolutely no separation between
the right and left hands should occur at the downbeat of each bar
in the illustration above. Curiously, however, in his recording
made seven years earlier, he unabashedly dislocates each
downbeat as well as various other beats in the bars. An annotated
illustration is found in Figure 16.
Furthermore, he adds the instruction that during bar 6,
'make your hearers wish for the F sharp. You may even isolate it a
little by playing it (this is an exceptional thing) after the chord in
the left hand.'33 Figure 16 shows that this way of isolating a note
was not exceptional and occurs at many other points in Pugno's
rendition.
How can this glaring inconsistency between theory and
practice be explained? Like Saint-Saens, it is possible (though
unlikely) that Pugno changed his mind between the time of the
recording and the time of writing The Lessons. It is also possible

that his advice was primarily for students who may not yet have
developed the taste required for the artistic use of such expressive
devices. In this case, he may have considered it a lesser evil to hear
the hands played absolutely together rather than with gaping and
inartistically rendered silences. Yet another possibility might be
that, as with Saint-Saens, there is hidden meaning in Pugno's
advice to 'keep the hands well together'. At present, this
expression signifies absolute synchrony between the hands; in
truth, he may simply have meant that the hands should not be
played so apart as to cause ridiculously wide gaps. Hence, the
expression 'well together' may mean 'fairly closely', instead of
'absolutely together'. This might explain why, in spite of their
verbal advice, dislocation can be heard in both their
performances.
Some early recordings may well preserve a style of
playing of the works of particular composers that was scantily, if
at all, documented in written texts. In this regard, Carl
Reinecke's 1905 piano roll recording of Schumann's Warum?

Op. 12 No. 3 is of particular significance. During the 1840s,
Reinecke's skills as a pianist and composer were highly regarded
in Leipzig. He roused Mendelssohn's interest after playing at the
Gewandhaus in 1843. Schumann bestowed his esteem upon
Reinecke saying 'you understand me like few others' (presumably
referring to Schumann's music). And Liszt, who admired
Reinecke's 'beautiful, soft, legato and singing touch', employed
him as piano teacher to his daughter.34 Around 1860 Reinecke
became a Professor at the Leipzig Conservatory and eventually its
director in 1897. Apparently, he regarded it as his role to be a
guardian of tradition.
Reinecke's playing style is important, since he is perhaps
the oldest pianist to have recorded. In addition, of all players, he
was most likely to have known the style appropriate to
Schumann's works. The most striking element of his rendition of
Warum? is the very frequent, almost continual separation
between melody and accompaniment by dislocation between the
right and left hands. Reinecke's dislocations between bars 1 and

f

17. Schumann Warum?Qp. 12 No. 3, bars 1 to
12, Reinecke, piano roll recording, 1905

LJ18. Chopin Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2, bars 1 to 4,
Paderewski, electrical recording, 1930
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19. Beethoven Moonlight Sonata Op. 27 No. 2, bars 1 to 9, Paderewski,
electricalrecording, 1937.

12 are annotated in Fig. 17. On almost every beat, Reinecke's
hands are non-synchronized, giving the effect of continual
syncopation.
Such a style for Schumann's piano works may seem
curious to modern sensibilities, but must surely have been
recognizable to nineteenth-century audiences.
Dislocation continued to be employed by many famous
pianists during the first decades of the twentieth century. For
example, Paderewski used it prolifically in Chopin's Nocturne
Op. 9 No. 2, the first four bars of which are annotated in Figure
18.
Paderewski also used dislocation frequently in
compositions of earlier composers such as Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven. Indeed, during the first movement of Beethoven's
Moonlight Sonata Op. 27 No. 2, he dislocates the beginning of
almost every bar and every change of harmony (Fig. 19).
Other pianists seem to have employed dislocation more
judiciously or not at all and were critical of its use. Ferrucio
Busoni was one who called for its eradication, particularly in the
works of J.S. Bach.35 In Piano Questions Answered (1909), Josef
Hofmann firmly advised against its use describing 'this limping'
as 'the worst habit you can have in piano playing.'36 In 1922,
Mark Hambourg warned strongly against the use of dislocation
in his How To Become a Pianist describing dislocation as 'Another
Blunder'.3" And, in 1930, Walter Gieseking confirmed that

dislocation was still being heard in the playing of many pianists
and called for its total abolition.'8 Yet force of habit remained
strong. Despite the strength of their warnings, recorded evidence
shows that Busoni, Hofmann, Hambourg, and Gieseking still
occasionally employed dislocation. Many other pianists such as
Fanny Davies, Adelina de Lara, Ilona Eibenschiitz, Carl
Friedberg and particularly Etelka Freund, continued to make
frequent expressive dislocations until the 1950s.
In conclusion, it is evident that the practice of
dislocation heard in late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
recordings was not simply an idiosyncrasy or the habit of a few
players, but a general performing practice. The recordings of
Brahms, Leschetizky, Reinecke, Saint-Saens and others who,
because of their age, must be considered, of all those who
recorded, true representatives of pianism during the second half
of the nineteenth century, show in conjunction with the playing
of a younger generation that dislocation was part of an ongoing
nineteenth-century tradition that had historical precedents and
which continued unbroken into the early-twentieth century. In
this light, historically informed performances of Beethoven,
Schubert, Schumann, Brahms and many other revered
composers, should surely make use of dislocation to a much
greater extent than is currently the case or considered tasteful.
Try it! Suspend your preconceived notions. It's fun and above all,
it's wonderfully expressive.
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EARLY MUSIC - EARLIER AND LATER
THE MARGOT LEIGH-MILNER LECTURE
GIVEN AT THE NEMA DAY ON 24™ NOVEMBER 2001
JEREMY MONTAGU

Peter asked me to talk about my own career in early music and my own
thoughts about the movement, 'past present and future', and I felt that I
should also reflect on NEMA at this somewhat critical point in its existence.
The two subjects do, in fact, interact, as we shall see while meandering along.
It will be somewhat meandering because, like many people I have
been in and out of early music, medieval one day and the Strand
Corner House the next (I played in the gypsy band there a couple
of times - one of the great advantages of being a drummer is that
you play everything and anything).
But I started in early music way back round 1950.
Difficult to remember what came first. Was it the ancestor of my
own instrument (I was a horn player as second study to
conducting), feeling that what Mozart and Beethoven were
writing for wasn't this thing I was playing, or was it when
conducting Vivaldi and Bach with all those slurs and hairpins?
The conservatories in those days had no classes in editing or
anything like that; none of the staff ever mentioned Urtext or
such; you played what was on the paper. They did invite Fritz
Rothschild to come and talk about The Lost Tradition in Music,
and it remained a standing joke for weeks thereafter.
I found a handhorn in a music shop in Wisbech when I
was touring during the 1951 Festival of Britain. That, thanks to
Eric Halfpenny, led to an introduction to Morley-Pegge, and I
shall never forget sitting in his bedroom in his flat in Hall Road
while he played a written C major scale, from middle C up, with
not the slightest difference of tone or volume between the open
and stopped notes. Eric also talked me into joining the Galpin
Society, where I eventually followed him as Honorary Secretary
from the mid-60s.
Conducting wasn't far behind. It was a string orchestra
because that was cheaper, and we divided the programmes
between ancient and modern (there's not much for strings in
between!), starting with Vivaldi, Handel, or whatever else of that
sort of period, and often finishing with a first performance as one
way of attracting the critics and reviews. People wanted to know
why the hell I was wasting money putting a harpsichord, which
nobody ever heard, on the platform, and paying a continue
player. Of course we learned as we went along. I remember
saying to Walter Emery after a concert that included a Vivaldi
concerto with a particularly beautiful sequence of chords and
nothing else for a slow movement that it had sounded like an
accompaniment. 'Yes', he said. 'What to?' I asked. 'You write it,'
he replied. People in those days hadn't acquired the idea of
improvising such things on the spot; they didn't even know
which way up to play a trill, and I had long arguments with
Norman Del Mar, my conducting teacher, about the trills in the
slow movement of Brandenburg 6. I remember, too, writing out
a slow movement for Brandenburg 4, following Tovey's advice,
but with a short movement from a violin sonata that ends with
the right chords.
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We played then on modern instruments, because there wasn't
any alternative, diough about the time I stopped putting on my
own concerts, because I started to breed children and ran out of
money, Bob Dart and Sid Humphreys began to use Dolmetsch
bows on modern fiddles as a tolerable compromise, something
Robert Donington recommended as a first step. At least we were
cleaning up the parts. No Tippex in those days but one could get
white ink and write over all the Breitkopf & Hartel and Ricordi
slurs, bowings, and hairpins, or one could scrape them out with a
sharp knife — took hours and hours, and of course one could only
do it if one bought the parts. It wasn't something that Goodwin
& Tabb liked on hire parts.
But this was earlyish, rather than early. We did try, we
altered note values, we graced cadences, we used continue as I
said (Julian Bream once played lute continue for the concertino
while Jane Clark, who taught me so much in those days, played
harpsichord continue for the ripieno on the Fenton House
single-manual Shudi — one could hire that for a concert in those
days), and we did our best.
I became convinced, and I'm still sure of this, that when
a German or English composer took the trouble to title a
movement in French, he expected it to be played in French. A
minuet might be played straight, a minuetto ornamented in
Italian style, but a menuet, and many other French pieces, should
be played in French style.
It was through the Galpin Society that I really got
enmeshed, and because the Galpin members played their
instruments, that I came to realise that it was the sound of the
music that came first. After all, music is sound (that's about the
only definition of music on which everyone can agree) and if
you're trying to perform it, the first thing to do is to try to get the
sound right. If the sound's right, the music may be right — if the
sound's wrong, the music can't be right. There's plenty of
modern music nowadays where the sound's all that matters — I
remember one concert for brass and percussion where as we came
off the platform one trumpeter said to the other 'that was a B flat
part wasn't it? and his mate said 'Was it? I was playing in C' but
the composer was happy as the sound was right and neither he
nor the conductor had even noticed, either then or at rehearsal,
that one part was a tone out all the way. Still, that wasn't early
music. One advantage of first performances was that you could
get away with murder — nobody knew the difference.
It was at a Galpin meeting that Michael Morrow said
'Can I give you a leaflet for this concert by our new medieval
ensemble?' I asked him 'Who's your percussion player?' and I
played that concert in Fenton House on a pair of jazz tom-toms

for nakers, a side drum for tabor, a modern tambourine and so
forth. It didn't seem right. There was John Sothcott on recorder,
Michael on lute, Daphne Webb on viol, I can't remember what
John Beckett played other than harpsichord, and me on the
modern drums.
So I decided to investigate. I looked at mediaeval
manuscripts and carvings' , and then made things that looked
like what the angels played. Of course no mediaeval drums
survive, so one could only hope that they might sound something
like the originals, but drummers get pretty experienced at making
odd bits of kit (Jimmy Blades made me a tubular bell for my first
pantomime — you can't play Cinderella without a bell), and one
gets to know how an instrument's likely to work and what it's
going to sound like when you see it. I was part of Musica
Reservata from rhen on. We had pretty staid ideas in modern
terms, but they worked.
We believed, and I still believe, that dance music, as most
of the surviving instrumental music is, should be played as dance
music, and we believed that dancers weren't so different in the
Middle Ages from what they were at the end of the 1950s. What
was needed was strict tempo, as Victor Silvester proved, and solid
rhythms. It was a belief for which there is no evidence save for
experience as a musician who's played for dancers (not enough of
our modern early music players have ever sat in a dance band)
but it is a belief confirmed to the hilt by Thoinot Arbeau in
1588. Can one project his statements back two or three hundred
years to the Middle Ages? Up to each of us to decide, but I know
what I believe. After all, you can still hear his unvarying,
repetitive, rock-steady beat in any Viennese waltz and in any
Latin American dance band. If you could hear dance band
drummers playing his rhythms in 1888 and 1988, why not in
1488, 1388, and 1288? Dancers still need to know which is the
first beat of the bar, hence Strauss's unvarying um—cha-cha,
um—cha-cha and Arbeau's dun—ta—ta—ta—ta dun—ta—ta—ta—ta —
it's just two different ways of doing the same job. Trouble is that
it doesn't sound flashy and with-it, and that's what sells today.
When Musica Reservata hit the major concert halls, it
made quite a stir. Up to then mediaeval music had been a bit
quiet; most performers had statted in madrigals and went on that
way with a dash of country tea-rooms. Our very direct approach
was a bit different. I suppose not many remember us now - our
last concerts were over twenty years ago - but our drive and hard
rhythms, often hard tone, were then very new. Michael Morrow
had very firm ideas and he took what little evidence there is very
seriously. We know what many of the instruments sounded like,
so that's the sound we made, both instrumentally and vocally.
We can normally see not more than one or two players in the
pictures and carvings (leaving aside the psalm illustrations), so we
kept away from the musical toyshop and the mediaeval big band.
We might use different instruments in two different pieces, but
we never swapped instruments around from verse to verse like
confetti, as some bands do today.
What I've told you so far, about sums up my career as an
early music performer. Of course Reservata wasn't the only early
music group I played with, I was playing early timpani, too, and I
wasn't only involved in early music — I've played in orchestras of
all sorts. I can even tell my grandchildren that I was the first
person to play under a conductor in the Festival Hall. Each of the
schools of music played a concert as part of the series of acoustic
tests. The Guildhall did the first one. In those days every concert
began with the Queen (the King then), and who rolls her up?
The side drummer — Me. Later 1 was Beecham's number one
spare, the first they called in for an extra. He was a bit different
from the rest.
But one thing led to another. I've never believed in
keeping secrets from other players, so I published whar I'd

learned and guessed about early percussion, initially in the Galpin
Journal.2
That started other players, pre-eminently Paul
Williamson who came to me to ask why his big tabor didn'r
sound like mine. He went on to make all sorts of mediaeval
percussion far better than I did, and I used his instruments rather
than my own except for the big tabor, which he never made
commercially, and the tambourine because I preferred the sound
of my hammer-beaten jingles to those of his cast ones which I
thought were too heavy and too bell-like.
A few years later John Thomson asked Jimmy Blades and
me to write a couple of books on early percussion; we had already
done a joint article for him in the second issue of Early Music,
and before that I'd written the mediaeval chapter for Jimmy for
his big book and my own World of Medieval and Renaissance
Musical Instruments.1" Jimmy's and mine were number 2 and
number 3 in the OUP Early Music Series — Howard Brown's
Embellishing was number 1, and they all came out together in
1976, the year after FoMRHI began. FoMRHI had been Eph
Segerman's idea, but he talked me into dog's-bodying it for him.
It was the following year that Howard chaired that big
conference on "The Future of Early Music in Britain", which had
been convened by Tony Rooley.
It was that conference which led to the foundation of
NEMA. It was another of John Thomson's ideas, wasn't it, Early
Music, NEMA, the Forums; we owe him a lot. Once NEMA
began, ir took over Chris Monk's and Carl Willetts's Register of
Early Music, which became our Yearbook. That's, with all due
deference to all those present who have written articles in our
other publications, certainly NEMA's most important
production and it is the one thing that must continue, whatever
we may decide is going to happen to NEMA, today. We must
hope, too, that if someone else is going to run it, whoever takes it
over isn't going to go too commercial on it. It's not something we
can do without, and it has always been affordable, free to
members (and our subscription has never been one to break the
bank) and cheap enough for non-members to buy if they don't
have the sense to join us. It's also one of the things that links the
Fora.
When I was planning this meander, I thought I'd look
back on NEMA's history as well as my own. I thought I
remembered the days when it began, all those meetings John
called at Ely House, discussions for what it would do, how it
would do it and all that, a constitution being argued back and
forth, I seem to remember drafted by Bruno Turner. One idea
that never really worked was that of exchange membership with
the other organisarions. I think this was mainly because none of
us got round to swapping information about what we were doing
and what was going on, like we should have done. But it did
mean, in theory, that NEMA could speak for us all in the
corridors of power if it ever got there. All the same, it was one
reason that NEMA got off to such a slow start so far as the
number of individual members was concerned. We all belonged
to something else already, Lute Society, Galpin, FoMRHI,
Recorder, Viola da Gamba, and so on, and did we need to belong
to NEMA, too? Especially if our other society itself belonged to
NEMA.
I thought I remembered all that, but then I thought of
looking in the 25-year Index of Early Music* and there was Cliff
Bartlett's account of our first AGM in December 19825 with a
reference back to our first conference in July of that year, on
'Early Music and the Critic' at which, according to Cliff, not
many musicians and even fewer critics turned up.6 So I looked
back earlier in Early Music, and found the account of our
inaugural meeting, on 31 October 1981, 'as a direct result of the
famed 1977 conference on "The Future of Early Music in
Britain'"." So I looked up John Thomson's report of that
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conference,3 which had been organised by Francesca McManus,
who was to become our first Treasurer, Administrator, and
mainstay once NEMA got going. Looking it through, it's notable
how the emphasis in 1977 was already divided between the
practical and the educational, two aspects which have always
been our prime concerns.
In the report of our inauguration, John said we 'will
integrate the needs, interests and activities both of individuals
(professional and amateur), and of existing societies, institutions,
colleges, music departments, etc. It is an organizational
experiment with immediate practical aims. These include: the
creation and expansion of educational activities at every level
from primary schools to universities and the lobbying of national
organizations for their funding; the dissemination of information
on the achievements of early music throughout Great Britain; the
compilation of a national registry and directory embracing all
aspects of early music; the lobbying of the press to encourage
greater coverage and greater discrimination in the space allotted
to early music; and the representation of early music in Britain
internationally, to forge European and overseas links.
Much of that NEMA has indeed achieved, especially on
education, with early music thriving in every university music
department and every conservatory, though less successfully, I
suspect, at the school level. We have all heard of schools where
some heroic soul has gathered instruments and music together,
got children enthusiastic about early music, produced some really
exciting concerts, and then heard governors, even head teachers,
say 'Well, we've done early music; what shall we do next year?'
Least successfully at the lobbying for funding, of course, for
unless you're Covent Garden you'll never succeed in getting real
money in this country (and they only get a tithe of their needs).
The compilation of a register, as I've already said, was and
remains one of the major achievements. Lobbying the press and
the dissemination of our achievements has been successful up to a
point, but there are still many who don't take us seriously and
who don't really understand the difference that the early music
approach makes, even to quite late music. This is partly our own
fault; when enough of us get up and say that authenticity is
something that can never be achieved, then the reaction is 'why
bother to try then?' Our own members have done us a good deal
of damage over the years! European and international links have
certainly been forged — some of our ensembles perform more
abroad than they do here, and many of our individual
performers, editors and directors are more respected abroad than
here, at least as far as the general public and the media are
concerned.
The publications, NEMA's own journals, carried useful
articles and information, but they've never really settled down,
not even to a coherent and continuing title, partly because too
many of us were trying to find time to write for our other
journals and newsletters, and for John's own Early Music and the
Early Music series of books which he persuaded OUP to publish
and encouraged us to write, and partly because many of us
weren't really clear just which gap NEMA was trying to fill in this
way. The books that John inspired through Early Music and
NEMA perhaps were more important and achieved more,
though some were pretty controversial, itself a good thing. John
and NEMA, between them, achieved a hell of a lot, one way or
the other. I don't need to tell you the details because you were
there, but we do need to recognise the devotion that many people
put into it, quietly plugging along (though that was never a very
appropriate description of Margot Leigh-Milner, in whose
memory I have the honour to speak today) and keeping it going,
despite lack of recognition.
Let's look back at John's report of that first preliminary
conference, back in 1977, in the Waterloo Room at the Royal
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Festival Hall.' Let's see just how much of that conference has
borne fruit, how many of its aims has NEMA achieved, as it was
set up to do.
Frankly, it makes pretty depressing reading. Two papers,
Cliff Bartlett's and mine, on libraries of music and insttuments,
have produced no result at all (and mine wasn't just my idea — I
was asked to speak on that subject), and I suspect, though it's not
my field so I don't know for sure, that Peter Holman's, on
editing and the need for being paid for it, hasn't had any better
success. Richard Phillips's paper had better luck than some. The
York Early Music Week still exists, but although his idea of an
Early Music Network did get off the ground, where is it now? Of
the papers on performing, the answer is pretty mixed. Yes, we've
achieved quite a lot of what Chris Hogwood and Robert
Donington spoke for, but to my mind a good deal less on the
mediaeval and renaissance, certainly a lot less than Howard
Brown wanted, but I doubt whether Andrew Parrott, despite far
greater musical achievements, is any better off on rehearsal time
than he was then.
Could NEMA have done more to change things? Maybe.
Certainly we've tried, though one problem is that we often
hamstring ourselves. The fact that Peter set out the extent to
which he is subsidising early music performances by doing all the
preliminary editing unpaid hasn't stopped him from doing it.
Nor does the fact that we are all often prepared to rehearse for
nowt help in this. One suspects that an official attitude may well
be 'If they're mug enough to do it, why should we waste our
resources?'. And of course we are all mug enough because if we
weren't, the performances wouldn't happen.
Our trouble is that the people involved in early music are
there because they want to be, because they want to perform the
stuff. Mugs the lot of us.
Has NEMA done enough, that it might be time to
stop? I'm not sure. Certainly the public knows Early Music exists
even if it doesn't know the difference between its serious
applications and what rides on the bandwagon. The musical
profession certainly knows. It's not like it was when I first started
conducting those concerts back around 1950.
Our trouble then was that we were compromising, as I
said earlier, doing our best with modern instruments. We were
compromising in Musica Reservata, too, a decade later, playing
at modern pitch so that we could get other players in when
necessary, and then using pea-shooter trombones with two or
three inches cut off the bell to make them into sackbuts, pseudorenaissance recorders from Barenreiter — I remember when we
went in there to choose them while on tour in Kassel — they were
about the first to come on to the market and the best then
available. Daphne's wonderful tenor rebec was a Sumatran
gambus that Dietrich Kessler had put a fingerboard on and a
wooden belly to replace the original skin one. Don Smithers,
who played like an angel some of the time, used a cornett with a
trumpet mouthpiece (that was before the NEMA Conference at
which he insisted on the importance of using the proper acorncup one), and David Munrow, while he still played with us,
lipped his shawm reed so that it sounded like a dyspeptic cor
anglais. Jim Tyler used an english guittar as a cittern, and as I've
told you, my percussion was invented from whole cloth.
Now what worries me about the possibility of NEMA
stopping is that forty years later we are still compromising. Yes,
things have changed, and we're all using early instruments, you
can learn any early instrument at any of the Colleges, and all our
young players know all about it. But do they? Most of our early
music ensembles are pretty generic. Early is early, but don't ask
how early, not if you don't want some pretty brusque answers.
And if I were you, I wouldn't ask if the trumpeters were using
real natural trumpets rather than those things with holes like a

colander. You can look round the platform at a concert of any of
our early music bands and, as one would expect, you'll see many
familiar faces. Fair enough, the best players are the best players
and get the best jobs — London's freelance world has always been
like that. What worries me is that you often see the same
instruments in their hands whether the concert is Bach, Mozart,
or Beethoven. What also worries me, too, is the idea,' gaining
D
D
ground at present, that our symphony orchestras can play the
earlier parts of their repertoire in 'an early music fashion'. Sure, it
can help any performance to take all the slurs and hairpins out of
a Breitkopf sets of parts, but it still doesn't sound the same and
the instruments still don't balance the same.
I'm sure many of you are tired of hearing me saying that
music is sound and if the sound, the noise it makes, is wrong, the
music won't be right either. All the same, I'm going to go on
saying it, because it is one thing that we can get right. There's
much that we can't replicate, but some things we can, and maybe
this is something that we've not emphasised enough over the
years — my fault maybe; perhaps I should have shouted more and
bored you more with that idea. And if NEMA were to go, that's
one less venue to shout it. I said earlier something about 'the early
music approach, even in quite late music'. Well, I joined the
Musicians' Union over fifty years ago (I'm still a member, with a
gold card to celebrate it), and every single instrument in the
British orchestra has changed its sound since then. So have many
aspects of playing technique. Any music written before 1950
could benefit from a real early music approach. And by that I
don't just mean Simon Rattle or Charles Mackerras telling a
normal symphony orchestra how to play it (though that's a good
start). I mean using the right instruments, not just a baritone for
the serpent instead of a bass tuba (thought that, too, is a good
start), but pea-shooter trombones, narrow-bore French trumpets,
wooden flutes, maybe French bassoons and horns though the
Germans came into several orchestras before the war, gut A
strings and covered gut D and G instead of these terrible steel
strings, maybe even gut E (Kreisler never put up with the whine
of a steel E, and I can't be the only one here who remembers
hearing him play, and I'm certainly not the only one who can
remember the Thomastik strings arriving in the mid-50s), skin
timpani heads, and so on. OK, there's one band doing this, but
how many gigs do they get?
At least that band is using the right instruments — they
perform music as it was played in the old Queen's Hall. How many
other bands can put their hands on their heart and say they are
using the right instruments? How many bands play a concert of
1780-90 music with not one instrument made, or reproduction
styled, later than 1789 and not one earlier than around 1770?
How many play on a hodge-podge of German, French, and
English instruments? How many of the fiddle players still take
the weight with their chins instead of with their thumbs, as
players did, which makes position-shift a whole new ball-game?
How many of the brass players are using their ordinary modern
mouthpiece or an adaption of it, which alters the sound and
prevents them from bending the pitch? How many clarinets have
a flat scrape on the reed, and the reed on the upper lip?
I could go on like this a long time.
That's one reason that Philip Bate gave his collection to
Oxford, that Geoffrey Kendall gave his (in effect) to Edinburgh,
that Edgar Hunt let his follow Philip's to Oxford. Those
collections were, in part, the origin of my paper at that London
conference, though there've never been the followers and
emulators that we need. Those instruments could be played, they
could be borrowed, they could be used. Many of our most
eminent early music professionals first began when Tony Baines
thrust an instrument into their hands and said 'Try that'. I
followed him of course. I built up the very large library of plans

and measured drawings, in which Arnold Myers has followed me,
so that makers could have the information they needed to make
the wind instruments to join the strings and keyboards of the
Ashmolean, Royal College, and V&A. I used to encourage the
makers to bring their copies to the Bate and compare them with
the originals. When the copy was really close, but still sounded
different from the original, I got them to swap the joints, our
head in their body, their head in our body, and so on. We all
learned, like that. But if I'd not allowed them to play the
instrument in the first place, they'd have had no idea of what
sound they were trying to reproduce.
Any fool can make a cosmetic copy, something that
looks like the original, but what's the use of that, except for a film
of the life of Marin Marais or whomever? (I would never, at least
never after the first time, and thank God that was mine, not the
Bate's, lend an instrument to be used as a stage or film prop.)
What counts is the sound of the copy, and unless makers can
hear the sound of the original, and get some idea of what it's like
to play, they'll never make a true copy.
The same applies to the players. However accurate a
modern copy may be, it doesn't have the feel, OK the magic, of
the original. That's how Tony and I inspired so many players — I
can still remember the wide-eyed glow on some students' faces. I
doubt if any of them today are playing on originals, rather than
on modern copies, for unlike string instruments, wind don't last
for ever. But how many string players have ever played an
original? and I don't mean one that was butchered in the
nineteenth century and then more or less hypothetically
'restored' to its 'original condition'.
Can we encourage more collections to make this sort of
thing possible? Maybe there are still some things that NEMA
could do. Maybe, even now, nearly twenty-five years later, it
could encourage performers to give or bequeath their libraries of
material to institutions whence it could be borrowed, as Cliff
suggested. Maybe it could encourage some more collectors to
follow Philip's, Rendall's, and Edgar's examples. Maybe it could
even encourage at least some museums to break the current
mould and let at least some of their instruments be played,
borrowed, and used.
Maybe it could do other things, too. Maybe it could
publish polemic fact sheets on instruments and their techniques
for different periods, just one piece of paper per instrument or
period, and distribute them around the music schools. Maybe it
could publish similar fact sheets on some of the other subjects
covered in 1977 and distribute them round appropriate places in
government, or the Lottery Commission (and we owe the Lottery
to a musician, Denis Vaughan, and it wasn't his fault that
governments have reneged on every single promise they made
when they let it begin, that it would generate additional money
for the Arts, not replace government money), or to the relevant
quangos (God knows we spend enough taxpayer and lottery
money on those), and the media. Maybe we should set up a
website and place them there.
There is still quite a lot we could do, and in many ways
NEMA is centrally placed to do it.
This address has been published previously in Tamesis (Dec. 2001), the newsletter
of The Thames Valley Early Music Forum.

NOTES
1 See Gwen's and my recent book, Minstrels and Angels
2 Galpin Society Journalism, 1970, pp. 104-14
3 James Blades, Percussion Instruments and their History (London, 1970). Mine was
published very belatedly by David & Charles, Newton Abbot, 1976
David Roberts, Early Music: 25- Year Index (Oxford, 1998)
4 Early Music xi (1983), p. 293
5 EarlyMusicxi (1983), p. 149
6 Early Music x (1982), p. 5
7 J. M. Thomson, ed, The Future of Early Music in Britain (London, 1978)
8 J. M. Thomson, ed, The Future of Early Music in Britain (London, 1978)
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THE EARLIEST ENGLISH LUTE
MANUSCRIPT?
Of great interest to lute specialists, and all students of Tudor music, is Christopher
Goodwin's research into what appears to be the earliest English lute manuscript. Three
pieces in lute tablature appear at the end of British Library Cottonian manuscript Titus
D.xi, a pocket sized book that otherwise contains the letters of St Thomas a Becket, and
Walter Hilton's treatise on sin, De imagine peccati. The book was owned, and the music
transcribed by the Yorkshire-born priest William Skipton (born c. 1506) who attended
Eton College c. 1518 and became a Fellow of King's College, Cambridge in 1525. The
year of his death is unknown, though the circumstances are recorded in the Eton
College register:
seduced by the Devil [Skipton] departed
from the faith, associated with women in
Cambridge, dressing himself in women's
garments, and at length so dressed hanged
himself in London for his sins.
The three pieces found in the book are 'O lux beata
trinitas', a cantus firmus exercise in which a plainsong
hymn provides the bass line to a freely moving and newly
composed top line; an accompaniment in two parts to the
song 'Ravysshed was I'; a short solo entitled 'Coll standyth'
which appears to be a intabulation of a popular 'three
man', or 'freeman's' song, 'Colle to me the Rysshes
greene'.
Goodwin suggests that these pieces are
respectively 'the earliest cantus firmus exercise for lute; the
earliest dedicated lute song accompaniment; the earliest
popular song intabulation'. Using the text to 'Ravysshed
was I', which describes Henry VIII dancing with his
daughter, the young Princess Mary, while her mother
Catherine of Aragon looks on, Goodwin convincingly
argues that the song was probably written around 1528,
and certainly before 1533. By this time the King had
secretly married Anne Boleyn, and Archbishop Cramner
had declared the King and Catherine never to have been

married, making Mary illegitimate, all of which rendered
the song irrelevant, and perhaps even politically
dangerous.
Goodwin suggests that the copying of the lute
music in William Skipton's book predates that of British
Library Royal Appendix 58, which would otherwise be the
earliest source of English music for the lute. Furthermore,
by combining information from both manuscripts, he
proposes a 'modest-size early Tudor lute repertoire', made
up of cantus firmus pieces and solo or lute song
intabulations of three man songs, which should encourage
players to make their own intabluations of early Tudor
keyboard cantus firmus works, and of three-part song such
as those found in the Henry VIII manuscripts (published
as Musica Britannica vol. 18, Music at the Court of Henry
VIII.)
Goodwin's article, which also contains edited
transcriptions in tablature of 'O lux beata trinitas' and
'Coll standyth', and Ian Payne's reconstruction of
'Ravysshed was I' can be found in Lute News no. 61 (April
2002).
A final, more detailed report, including
photographs and vocal music reconstructions is
forthcoming in The Lute.

PERFORMANCE OF 'MOZART'S'
ARRANGEMENT OF
HANDEL'S JUDASMACCABAEUS
HALIFAX, 23 JUNE 2002
RACHEL COWGILL

Mozart's arrangements of Handel's choral works for performances in Vienna, 1789-90,
tend to arouse mixed feelings among musicians. That Mozart was willing to update
Handel's scoring offends Romantic notions of fidelity to the work and the integrity of
the artist-genius, and moves against contemporary preoccupations with 'authentic' texts
and performances.
Yet when an unknown manuscript arrangement of Handel's
Judas Maccabaeus attributed to Mozart was discovered last year,
among the scores of the Halifax Choral Society in Calderdale
District Archives, the level of media interest was considerable,
with journalists trading on the iconic status of the two
protagonists and explaining the practice in terms of 'cover
versions' and 'remixes'. Public interest was such that Trio and
the new digital arts channel BBC Four commissioned a
documentary on the discovery, and, with financial input from
The Halifax Bank, filmed a public performance of the
arrangement given by Halifax Choral Society and the North of
England Chamber Orchestra in Victoria Hall, Halifax, on 23
June 2002. Both the documentary and the concert will be
scheduled for broadcast in the UK and US some time in
September.
The score of the Halifax Judas is not in Mozart's hand;
it was probably prepared around 1820 for publication, but seems
not to have made it into print. It is possible that the
copyist/arranger was working from Mozart's sketches or
instructions (rather as Sussmayr may have done in the 'Sanctus'
and 'Benedictus' of the Requiem), but until such manuscript
material comes to light, the attribution of the 'additional wind
and brass parts' to Mozart will remain a moot point. (For a
detailed discussion of the arrangement and its provenance see the
Spring issue of The Musical Times.) In many respects, this
arrangement of Judas Maccabaeus follows Mozart's procedures in
his version of Messiah; the 'additional wind and brass parts'
include three trombones, two clarinets, and enhanced roles for
flutes, bassoons, and horns. Whilst on paper these enriched
textures seem perilously weighty at times, in the concert hall they
came across to great effect, adding drama, depth, and new
melodic touches that complement without obscuring the original

contours of the work. Conductor John Pryce-Jones kept a
lightness of touch in the orchestral tuttis and a judicious balance
between choir and orchestra, and the performance was graced by
some fine solos from Mary Nelson, Victoria Simmonds, Glenn
Kesby, Peter Hoare, Andrew Foster-Williams. Hoare, who
studied nearby at Huddersfield University, was particularly wellcast in his vibrant renditions of 'Arm, arm ye brave' and 'Sound
and alarm'. Other memorable moments included Kesby's serene
account of 'Father of Heav'n', and a mellifluous but resolute 'O
never bow we down' from Nelson and Simmonds, in which the
additional parts, including a short passage score for 'Harmonic',
worked beautifully.
The only jarring note was the use of a harpsichord for
the secco recitative, which seems a strange decision considering the
score itself dates from around 1820 and the ensemble was
performing on modern instruments. In the Halifax score, there
is neither figured bass nor reference to a keyboard instrument;
but a more appropriate choice for the continue would surely have
been a piano, perhaps even an early instrument by Pohlmann, the
Victorian Halifax piano makers, if such could have been found.
This was doubtless the practice in the 1850s, when Halifax
Choral Society performed the arrangement several times, having
been presented with the score by William Priestley, a local wool
merchant, amateur musician, and one of the society's founding
members.
All in all, the concert was a real credit to the Halifax
Choral Society, and to Trio, BBC Four, and The Halifax Bank,
whose support enabled it to go ahead. The performing materials,
which were prepared and edited by John Longstaff, are available
for hire from Novello's; so for choral societies and choirs who
have long savoured Mozart's embellishments of Handel's
Messiah, this will surely be a tempting proposition.
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RECONSTRUCTIONS OF TWO
PRE-REFORMATION TUDOR ORGANS
DOMINIC GWYNN

The experience of listening to any piece of music is shaped by various factors. The most
important contribution is that of the 'composer', but the interpretation, the sound and
the surroundings also play their parts. In the case of the performance of church music in
early 16th-century England, some vital clues regarding interpretation, sound and
context have been missing, but through the reconstruction of two early organs, the
Tudor Organ Project is bringing us closer to an evocation of the musical life of the time.
The two organs are based on the two surviving
soundboards of the period, and their names are taken from
the churches for which these soundboards were made; the
larger of the two will be described as the 'Wetheringsett'
organ, the smaller as the 'Wingfield' organ. Both churches
are in Suffolk, and the organs from which the soundboards
survive were made at some point between 1520 and 1540.
The reconstructed organs contain exact copies of
the two soundboards, and otherwise follow models from
the 1530s. Soundboards yield a great deal of the essential
information about the whole organ. This information can
be corroborated and expanded from surviving archival
evidence for English organs, from the earliest surviving
English organs in the early 17th century, and from the
closest Continental examples. For the music, the most
important feature is also the most securely known; that is,
the pitch. We know that the longest pipes would have
been five foot at C, sounding a sharp F at singing pitch.
The money for the organs has been raised by the
Early English Organ Project, which was initiated by
Michael Bowers, who, unfortunately, died before the first
organ was made. His position was taken on by Dame
Anne Warburton. The organs were made by Martin
Goetze and Dominic Gwynn. The instruments are
available for residencies in this country and abroad, so that
a variety of audiences can learn about the performance of
early 16th-century English church music. Applications
should be made to the Chairman of the EEOP, Professor
John Harper (jharper@rscm.com). Much of the credit for
initiating the project is due to Professor Harper, and to
Timothy Easton, whose extensive knowledge of 16thcentury vernacular architecture has contributed to the
design and decoration of the cases.

APPEARANCE
One of the aims of the project has been to attempt to
reconstruct the appearance of the two organs by using
information about their purpose and their original
positioning. The Wetheringsett organ was used in public
services at a parish church, was paid for by local merchants
or yeomen, and perhaps made by East Anglian rather than
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metropolitan or Continental craftsmen. The Wingfield
organ was made for a collegiate church, used (with
professional singers) for the priests' masses, and perhaps
paid for by the local magnate. It was not the main organ,
and we know from a late 18th-century account that it
stood on a rood loft (still extant) under an arch, which
limited its height and its outline. It had two fronts, one
speaking into the chancel, the other into the adjoining
chapel.
The soundboards themselves also provide
information about appearance, including the overall size,
the shape of the pipe front, and the position of the
uprights between the pipes.
Both cases are made of oak and follow the style of
East Anglian church woodwork of the 1530s. Both will
probably be painted, using colours still seen in East
Anglian churches, not least in Wingfield itself. The
wooden pipes in the front of the Wingfield organ are
shaped to look like metal ones, and have painted
decoration.
SOUND
The soundboards, which provide clues about the stoplist
and the pipe scales, the most important elements in the
sound of an organ, help to fill an important gap in our
knowledge of the sound of late medieval English organs.
The position of the pipes, the space around them and the
size of the holes on which they stand give a fairly
conclusive idea about the stops. It is obvious that the pipes
at the back of the Wetheringsett organ were basses,
presumably a sub-octave stop. Rank I has large toeholes
but little space for the pipes. We know that contemporary
organs in London and Westminster had regals, and this
seems a logical solution to the problem of what kind of
pipes occupied rank I. Otherwise both organs have paired
ranks of identical pipes at the unison, octave and fifteenth.
The evidence suggests that English organs from
the first fifty years of the 16th century were built in an
English style, though where obvious links exist with
Continental organs, they appear to be closer to Southern
European (e.g. Italian and Iberian) rather than Northern
styles (e.g. Rhenish, or Flemish).

SPECIFICATIONS
WETHERINGSETT ORGAN

The pipes of the Wetheringsett organ are made mostly of
metal and based on pipes from early 16th-century Spanish
organs, while those of the Wingfield organ are wooden
pipes (as they were seen in 1796) based on those in the
earliest surviving English organ at Knole in Kent.

MECHANISM

The compass is C to a", 46 notes. The longest Principal pipe is
5ft long; the actual pitch is seven semitones above modern pitch.
The stop list is:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

open metal
open metal
open metal
open metal
open metal
stopped wood

regal
principal

5'
5'

Many clues about the mechanisms can be deduced from
principa
5' (in the front)
the two surviving soundboards. They specify the position
octave
of the pallets and the key action pulldowns. It is clear, for
octave
instance, that the keys in the Wingfield organ were not on
fifteenth
the same side as the main pipe front. The Wetheringsett
basses
10'
organ obviously had sliders, and in the Wingfield
THE 'WINGFIELD' ORGAN
soundboard the upperboard and sliders (the end of one of
The compass is F to g" a", 40 notes. The stop list is
the pieces of which indicates that it was pulled by a lever)
survive. Otherwise the missing parts, like the keys and the
principal
I open wood
5' (alternately on both fronts)
bellows, will be supplied from surviving late medieval II open wood
octave
remnants in Spain (e.g. the c. 1530 organs in the Capilla de III open wood
octave
Anaya and the Capilla Dorada in Salamanca Cathedral) IV open wood
fifteenth
and France (e.g. the 1558 organ at St Savin near Lourdes).
fifteenth
V open wood

The 'Wingfield' Organ

The 'Wetheringsett' Organ
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RECENT JOURNALARTICLES
OF INTEREST
The British Journal of Aesthetics Vol. 42/ii (April 2002)
• Peter Kivy, On the Historically Informed
Performance
Chelys Vol. 29 (2001)
• Richard Charteris, New Connections between
Eastern Europe and Works by Philips, Dowland,
• Marais and Others
• Lynn Hulse, The Duke of Newcastle and the
English Viol
• Mark Summers, La mart de la viole en France
pendant le dix-huitieme siecle: an enquiry into
the viol's fall from grace
' Michael Fleming, A Bookseller's Catalogue of
1657
• Richard Turbet, The Myth of 'Byrd's Lost Consort
Dances
Early Music Vol. 30/i (February 2002)
• L Whitehead and J Nex, Keyboard instrument
building in London and the Sun Insurance
records, 1775-87
' T Kevorkian, The reception of the cantata
during Leipzig church services, 1700-1750
RC Wegman, 'Musical understanding' in the
15th century
• D Hunter, The Dublin Virginal Manuscript: new
perspectives on virginalist ornamentation
Shirley Thompson, Once more into the void:
' Marc-Antoine Charpentier's croches blanches
reconsidered
• P Cienniwa, Repeat signs and binary form in
Francois Couperin's Pieces de clavecin
• AE Planchart, Out of the shadows: Binchois
ascendant
Early Music Vol. 30/ii (May 2002)
• C Turner, Sub obscuritate quadam ostendens:
Latin canon in the early Renaissance motet
• C Cyrus, The annotator of the Lorraine
Chansonnier and his taste in accidentals
• T McGeary, Farinelli and the Duke of Leeds:
'tanto mio amico epatroneparticolare'
• D Yearsley, The awkward idiom: band-crossing
and the European keyboard scene around 1730
' C Hogwood, In defence of the Minuet and Trio
• C Harriett, A. Hicks, H.J. Marx, M. Talbot, The
'Handel' Gloria reconsidered
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FoMRHI Quarterly Vol. 104 (2001)
• Stroom, BouwerskontactBouwbrieflOOand 101,
my summaries
• Segerman, Irving and historical scholarship: a
lesson for music historians
• Loretto, Double chamfers
• Colebrook, A synthetic finish for recorder bores
• Rennoldson, The clavisimbalumfrom the
manuscript ofAmaut de Zwolle, c. 1440
• Segerman, Some theory on pitch instability,
inharmonicity and lowest pitch limits
• Segerman, Stringing renaissance fiddles and
rebecs
• Segerman, Early sound posts and bass bars
• Segerman, 17th century English viols
• Segerman, Stress equilibrium and moisture
content in gut and wood
• Reviews: Andrew Ash bee, et al. The Viola da
Gamba Society index of manuscripts containing
consort music, vol 1
• F Delbanco. Posaunen und Trompeten Geschicbte, Akustike, Spieltechnik
The Galpin Society Journal No. 54 (2001)
• John Barnes, Boxwood Tongues and Original
Leather Plectra in Eighteenth-century English
Harpsichords
• Kenneth Mobbs, A Performer's comparative
study of Touchweight, Key-dip, Keyboard Design
and Repetition in Early Grand Pianos, c. 1770 to
1850
• Moira Bonnington, The Oldest Harp Maker in the
World!
• Colin Huehns, The Early Music Erhu
• James W. Merryweather, Two-Chanter Bagpipes
in England
• Paula Woods, The Gerbier-Windebank Letters:
Two Ruckers Harpsichords in England
• Ronald Bell and Adrian Greenham, The Use and
Limitations of a Three-Point Bore Gauge for
Measuring Woodwind Instrument Bores
• Nicholas Mitchell, Pitch in Viols and
Harpsichords
• Minoru Takahashi, A Portuguese Clavichord in
Sixteenth-century Japan?
• Susan Thompson, A One-keyed Flute by C. V.
Halluw
• Maria Boxall, The Origins and Evolution of
Diatonic Fretting in Clavichords
• Ephraim Segerman, A Survey of Pitch Standards
before the Nineteenth Century
• Kevin Dawe, From Measurement to Meaning
• Rainer Weber, Early Double Reeds

* Stephen Birkett and William Jurgens,
Geometrical Methods in Stringed Keyboard
Instrument Design
* Benjamin Hebbert, A Catalogue of Surviving
Instruments by, or ascribed to, Barak Norman
* Annette Otterstedt, Investigating Green
Marquetry on Bowed-String Instruments
* Birgit Heise, Wooden Timpani
* David Kinsela, A Taxonomy of Renaissance
Keyboard Compass
* Reviews: Jeannine Lambrechts-Douillez, ed.:
Hans Ruckers (d. 1598): Founder of a
Harpsichord Workshop of Universal Importance
in Antwerp
* Koen Vermeij: The Hubert Clavichord Data
Book.
' Martha Novak Clinkscale: Makers of the Piano,
Volume 2: 1820-1860
* Alec Cobbe: Composer Instruments: a Catalogue
of the Cobbe Collection of Keyboard Instruments
with Composer Associations
* Philip Gura & James Bollman: America's
Instrument: the Banjo in the Nineteenth Century
* Darcy Kuronen, ed.: Dangerous Curves: The Art
of the Guitar
* Clifford Bevan: The Tuba Family
* Wilfried Seipel ed.: FiirAug'und Ohr: Musik in
Kunst-und Wunderkammern
* Andrea Bayer ed.: The StillLifes of Evaristo
Baschenis: The Music of Silence
* Colin Lawson: The Early Clarinet: A Practical
Guide
The Journal of Musicology Vol. 18/iii (Summer 2001)
* Robert M. Cammarota, On the Performance of
"Quia respexit... omnesgenerationes"fromj. S.
Bach's Magnificat
The Journal of the Royal Musical Association Vol. 127/i
(2002) * Sarah Martin, The Case of Compensating Rubato

Music and Letters Vol. 83/ii (May 2002)
• James Garratt, Performing Renaissance Church
Music in Nineteenth-Century Germany: Issues
and Challenges in the Study of Performative
Reception
• Reviews: Marco Gozzi: Lefonti liturgiche a
stampa della Biblioteca musicaleL. Feininger
presso il Castello del Buonconsiglio di Trento
• Fiona Kisby, ed. Music and Musicians in
Renaissance Cities and Towns
« Isobel Woods Preece: Ourawin Scottis use:
Music in the Scottish Church up to 1603
• Caroline Wood and Graham Sadler: French
Baroque Opera: A Reader
• Russell Stinson: /. S. Bach's Great Eighteen Organ
Chorales
• William Renwick: The LanglozManuscript: Fugal
Improvisation through Figured Bass
• Barbara Wiermann: Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach:
Dokumente zu Leben und Wirken aus der
zeitgenossischen Hamburgiscben Presse (17671790)
• Bennett Zon: The English Plainchant Revival
• Richard Sherr, ed. Four-Voice Motets from the
Motetti delfiore Series: Part II The SixteenthCentury Motet, 10
• Albert Chatterly, ed. Thomas Watson: Italian
Madrigals Englished (1590)
• John Morehen, ed.JohnAmner: Sacred Hymnes
of 3. 4. 5. and 6. Pans (1615) The English
Madrigalists, 40
• Hanspeter Gmur, ed.Johann Christian Bach:
Sinfonia Op. 6/2 D-Dur; Sinfonia Op. 6/4 B-Dur;
Sinfonia Op. 6/5 Es-Dur
The Musical Quarterly Vol. 85/i (Spring 2001)
• J Byrt, Alteration in Handel: afresh approach
The Opera Quarterly Vol. 18/ii (Spring 2002)
« Review: Robert Toft: Heart to Heart: Expressive
Singing in England 1780-1830

The Lute Vol. 40 (2000)
Per Kjetil Farstad, BernhardJoachim Hagen
* (1720-87): Some New Biographical Information
Suzanne Court, Giovanni Antonio Terzi's
* Venetian Lute Books: Fantasia and Intabulation
and the Lute in Ensemble
* Christopher Goodwin, Some recent discoveries
in Elizabethan Song
* Ian Payne, Three Chorister-Play Consort Songs in
Sources Associated with the Lute
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view',
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